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The Max card is a national discount
initiative for children and young people
with disabilities or special needs
aged 0-25 years.
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The scheme enables families to visit over 3,000 venues nationwide at a discounted rate. More than
70,000 families are already benefiting from the scheme, using their Max Card to gain discounted
admission into exciting venues like SEA LIFE, Legoland, Oxygen FreeJumping (Leeds) and more!
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Using your Max Card is simple. Just visit the website
www.mymaxcard.co.uk and use ‘Search attractions’ or ‘Find
attractions near me’. Click on the attraction you’d like to visit to
view the discount available to Max Card Holders. Show your Max
card on the day of the visit to obtain your discount.
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Wakefield District Council is funding the Max Card for families of
children with SEN or a disability. To get a card you need to be
signed up to the Information Network, tell us you would like one
and when you send us you application form, include a stamped
envelope with your full postal address on. None of your personal
details will be shared with Max cards. Call 01924 302471 or visit
http://wakefield.mylocaloffer.org/information-network if you
need a form.
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Discounts vary depending on the attraction you’re visiting. An example of discounts on offer
includes up to 52% off Merlin Entertainments attractions, like SEA LIFE, and 20% off Virgin
Experience Days.
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In most cases, discounts apply to two adults and two children travelling with a Max Card.
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Keep visiting the website or you can follow Max Card on facebook www.facebook.com/mymaxcard
or Twitter www.twitter.com/mymaxcard to see a live feed of attractions joining every day!
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